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The designer of Oracle Forms defines the structure of the form in its
designer and generates one or more forms at compile time. These forms
are then cached in the database and can be executed at runtime by the

application. Compiling Forms in 12c Oracle Forms enables you to design a
form that executes as a single unit. In earlier releases, creating a form

required several steps. The form was compiled into a package which was
then cached in the database. At compile time the package returned an
image of the form with which you could interact. At runtime the cached

package is loaded and the form is executed. Another approach of the past
was to design the form on the SQL prompt, save this SQL as a standalone

script to the desktop. You'd then load that script into the database, to
execute the form. In 12c Oracle Forms compiles each form into an

executable package that is cached in the database. The package has a
unique name and can be identified on disk. This packaging process

enables the form to be executed as a single unit. For example, you can
save a package on your desktop, and the form and its supporting objects
including their component parts are saved in the package. At runtime, the
package is loaded and the form is executed. Saving and running the form
does not require the user to load external programs or interact with the

desktop. Instead the package is cached in the database, and is executed.
It is also possible to share packages from one database to another. For
instance, you can share an Oracle Forms package that contains a user

interface component between two instances running on different
computers. If a package is shared from one database to another, then

that package cannot be upgraded. Instead, the package must be
upgraded in both databases at the same time.
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